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Itâ€™s simple: if you want to interact deeply with Mac OS X, Linux, and other Unix-like systems, you

need to know how to work with the Bash shell. This concise little book puts all of the essential

information about Bash right at your fingertips.Youâ€™ll quickly find answers to the annoying

questions that generally come up when youâ€™re writing shell scripts: What characters do you need

to quote? How do you get variable substitution to do exactly what you want? How do you use

arrays? Updated for Bash version 4.4, this book has the answers to these and other problems in a

format that makes browsing quick and easy.Topics include:Invoking the shellSyntaxFunctions and

variablesArithmetic expressionsCommand historyProgrammable completionJob controlShell

optionsCommand executionCoprocessesRestricted shellsBuilt-in commands
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Arnold Robbins is a professional programmer and technical author who has worked with Unix

systems since 1980 and has been using AWK since 1987. As a member of the POSIX 1003.2

balloting group, he helped shape the POSIX standard for AWK. Arnold is currently the maintainer of

gawk and its documentation. He is coauthor of the sixth edition of O'Reilly's Learning the vi Editor.

This is perfect for what I need. A quick reference for commands. May not be the best for noobs, I'm

watching tutorials to get up to speed, but I started with 0 shell experience. The subtitle clearly states

for Power Users.



This is a very handy reference. I used to do a lot of KSH programming back in the day, and in the

last couple of years I've had to re-learn my skills, but with BASH instead. I was constantly looking up

the same stuff over and over again (e.g. [ ] vs. ( ) vs.Â Â ) -- thank god for Google. Now with this

handy pocket reference, I'm still looking up the same things over and over again, but now I have

them instantly accessible with a stickie book mark. I liked the book so much, in fact, that I bought a

second copy for the home office.

Thrown into the unix world with no preparation, I needed an easy way to find reminders. Familiar

with DOS from years back, I thought it would be second nature to run with unix, but found

remembering everything to be more than I was able to do. This book is getting heavy use reminding

me of syntax and usage, so it is exactly what I need to help me out. If you want to learn unix, this

book is not the book for you. If you want a quick handy reference to remind or reinforce what you

DO know, this is the book.

I have been looking for a simple Bash command reference book and this is just the ticket. It has an

alphabetized list of Bash commands for easy reference with details similar to those found in Linux

OS man files and info files, rather than a tutorial approach.Brace expansion and other Bash features

are discussed with simple examples. It is a good reference book for folks writing Bash scripts who

just want to look up commands and syntax.

I have been a Linux admin for 10 plus years. This book showed me some bash scripting techniques

I never encountered or even knew they existed in a clear and concise method.

Good book for use with directory management and other shell commands. A word of caution for

those who are new to Unix that this book is a little advance, however with practice and time you will

come to enjoy this book. I would recommend to others interested in learning the Unix/Linux/Sun

systems/Mac systems, this book is for you. I take the book with me on my travels just in case my

contract requires me to work on Unix computers.

It is what is says it is, a reference. It is not a textbook.

I keep it right next to my keyboard all the time. If you want to do anything with bash, read man bash



and then have this book handy. Clearly and concisely written to pack in all the information you need

in an easily readable way.
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